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XPS data for different reaction steps:

All characterization were conducted on \textlangle 1,0,0 \textrangle n-type Si substrates with Al K\textalpha source.

Figure Captions:

Fig. 1: XPS spectrum after APT coupling agent modification (schema 1, step i), indicating N 1s signal which corresponds to different degrees of protonation of the nitrogen.

Fig. 2: XPS spectrum after SPS electrostatic adhesion (scheme 1, step ii). This spectrum shows the change in N 1s peak comparing Fig. 1 due to immersing the substrate in SPS aquas solution which causes a change in the degree of protonation of the APT coupling agent.

Fig. 3: XPS spectrum after SPS electrostatic adhesion (scheme 1, step ii) showing the appearance of the characteristic peak of S 2p at 230 eV, upon SPS adhesion.

Fig. 4: XPS spectrum after anilinium monomers electrostatic adhesion (scheme 1, step iii), showing the disappearance of the characteristic peak
of Na 1s appearing upon SPS adhesion (top line) and disappearing upon exchange reaction with the monomers (bottom line).

Fig. 5: XPS spectrum after chemical polymerization step (scheme 1, step iv), showing change in the N 1s peak, corresponding to change in oxidation and protonation state of the nitrogen.

Fig. 6: XPS spectrum after enzymatic polymerization step (scheme 1, step iv), showing change in the N 1s peak, corresponding to change in oxidation and protonation state of the nitrogen.
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